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Fix List for MONITOR version 9.0.3 

 

General 

 FOHN-ALUFSE - MONITOR 9.0.2 contains components (MDC, Document Viewer, VS C++ 2015 Runtime 
2015) that are updated and need to be registered and this requires a client installation. 

 FOHN-AJUBG8 - The Crystal Reports standard forms are updated for the database structure in the 
MONITOR 9.0 series. Please note that if you have designed your own Crystal Reports forms you will have to 
update them for the MONITOR 9.0 series. 

 FOHN-ALD9RL - This only applies to systems used in Poland: Now you can export the Intrastat Export and 
Intrastat Import by file. 

 FOHN-AMT9CR - Monitor Document Converter is updated to version 5.5.1.7. You have to run the 
installation program on both the server and the clients to install this version. 

 SHÖD-AL5D2L - If you registered an agreement with a period over a turn of the year, no new invoice basis 
was created even if the accounting year was created. This could only occur you haven’t switched year. 

 FOHN-ALKH47 - Order date will now determine which blanket order is valid if blanket orders are 
overlapping. If you change blanket order in the Register Customer Order and Register Purchase 
Order procedures, the price and any discount will also change. 

Manufacturing 

 SWIO-AGDDUL - The Register Manufacturing Order procedure is optimized when several manufacturing 
orders are synchronized at the same time. 

Purchase 

 SHÖD-ADYJ83 - It was possible to save Agreements without any Supplier code entered. Now is a control if 

Supplier code is entered made and this will prevent further problems with the Agreement. 

 LAHM-AMHHEG - The control that the BIC code in the Company Info procedure corresponds with the bank 

and payment format entered in the Settings is removed for the ISO payments. 

 GÅNY-ACFASE - This only applies to systems used in Poland: Now you can get the Company name or 
logotype printed on the Arrival note PZ. New form settings to manage this are added in the Form Settings 
procedure. 

 SHÖD-A8CJY2 - If you had selected Only credit invoices with cover in the Payment Suggestions 
procedure, the control if the payments has coverage was only made for the currency SEK. Even if you had 
selected another currency in the Currency pocket field. 

 PFLN-ACYCPG - A new message is displayed when you have an interval set on the Receiving inspection on 
a Supplier or a Part, but no interval data is set. The new message that is displayed: "NOTE! There is no 
defined interval in the receiving inspection." 

 FOHN-AJYB3X - Only the first row’s information was displayed if you had several orders in the Import EDI 
Order Responses procedure. This occurred even if you clicked on any other row’s Your qty. or Your 
period. 

 GÅNY-AKJHBA - The Authorize Supplier Invoices procedure displayed the setup price in red even if the 
price was correct. 

 FOHN-ALKG4Q - If you changed row type 1 to row type 3 or 4 this could cause a program error in the 
Register Blanket Order – Purchase procedure. 
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 KFTM-ALRAV6 - An error message was displayed in the Scan Supplier Invoice procedure if you tried to 
select an Alternative viewer in the EIM menu. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Electronic Invoice Management (EIM). 

 SHYS-AM8AZN - This only applies to systems in Estonia: The VAT code wasn’t displayed on the coding rows 
when you linked orders in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. This could only occur if you used 
reversed liability for payment. 

 HHOS-AM9AYE - Deleted invoices were displayed in the Authorize Supplier Invoices procedure. 

 MJON-AMVDCG - This applies to ISO-payments in the Transaction List procedure. A tag was missing in 
the payment file if you had Merge invoices set on the Supplier. This could only occur if the file contained 
both debit- and credit invoices. 

 SHÖD-AN2GQK - An error message was displayed if you tried to use the Incoming Payment List 
procedure on Lithuanian (LT). 

Sales 

 GÅNY-A7HAGY - If you previewed invoice images in for instance the Invoicing Log or Accounts 
Receivable Analysis procedure, the image locked other procedures and it wasn’t possible to change 
invoice if the image was open. 

 LREM-AL3D37 - This only applies to systems used in Poland: The invoice amount is not displayed in text on 
invoices to customers with another Country code than PL. That is, invoice amount in text is only displayed 
on invoices to customers with Country code PL. 

 SHÖD-ADAFBT - This only applies to systems used in China and the Chinese Set of forms. More than two 
decimals could be displayed on the forms even if you had the setting "Decimals under 'Each' on 
orders/quotes/invoices" set on two decimals. 

 SHÖD-AEFFS9 - The information could be incorrectly displayed in the Accounts Receivable Ledger 
procedure if you had created an Accounts receivable record in the Update Accounts Receivable Ledger 
procedure when the check box Coding wasn’t activated. It seemed as the record was coded even if the 
record wasn’t coded. 

 SSTG-AFSD85 - Some text rows weren’t translated to the Customer orders language if you used another 
language than Swedish and registered a Service in the Register Customer Order procedure. Service 
Management is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 SWIO-AGWEGJ - Incorrect Previous invoiced amount could be displayed in the Service Summary 
procedure if you used another currency than the Company currency and an invoice plan on the order. 
Service Management is a supplement to MONITOR: 

 SSTG-AJSBL7 - A program error could occur in the Register service window in the Register Customer 
Order procedure if the start time for the service task was outside the default schedule for the service 
technician. Service Management is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 JELA-AKHC7Y - It was possible to save Agreements without any Customer code entered. Now is a control if 
Customer code is entered made and this will prevent further problems with the Agreement. 

 JEDS-ALB8YH - If you had any other tab than Rows open in the Customer Order Info procedure, the 

order wasn’t reloaded if you pressed the arrows next/previous. 

 SHYS-ALSBZM - Cost of Goods Sold could be incorrect if you replaced a Configured part with a Purchased 
part on a Customer order row in the Register Customer Order procedure. This occurred because the 
calculated Standard price wasn’t removed. 

 SSÖG-ALYJAZ - If you registered a customer order by XML-file via MONITOR-to-MONITOR, no warning was 
displayed if there was an order row in past time. 

 PFLN-AM3BBG - The Setting "Default delivery date on order rows" set on "Today + lead time" didn’t work 
on rows added after the Customer order was saved. 

 SWIO-AM6GE3 - The list became empty if you classified on Period in the Order List – Sales procedure. 
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 FOHN-AM7DJL - Micro help is added for the alternatives in the Extra Info setting "Type of part text rows 
during import:" in the Update Customer procedure. 

 PFLN-AM99DM - Material rows that are added on a service weren’t included in a new calculation of the 
Standard price for the customer order row in the Register Customer Order procedure. Service 
Management is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 JLÖR-AMAAA5 - A program error could occur in the Register Customer Order procedure if you registered 

a service on another row than the first row. Service Management is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 SSÖG-AMDGMQ - The project coding disappeared during the second import in the Import EDI Orders 
procedure. This occurred if you imported an order with the setting "Assign order number from the 
customer's order number?"  

 PFLN-AMEHKX - Row type 4 rows linked to a Part weren’t created if you added Parts on an already saved 
Customer order. 

 PFLN-AMFA8R - It wasn’t possible to edit M-order number on customer order rows in the Register 
Customer Order procedure even if the Setting "Allow edit of M-order no./P-order no. on customer order 
row" was activated. 

 JELA-AMGDNQ - A program error could occur if you used F9 to save and print directly in the Register 
Customer Order procedure. 

 FOHN-AMV9QT - During certain circumstances could a code be displayed instead of Package type on the 
printouts from the Shipment List procedure. 

 FOHN-AMWCDP - News: The companies Country code will be used during control of suppliers Country code 
for DHL’s services, if the receivers Delivery address doesn’t have any Country code.  

 FOHN-AMWBE8 - The Print Shipping Documents procedure loaded some address rows incorrectly if you 
had selected Packing list as the Source of information. 

Inventory 

 MARN-9HAAE2 - A program error could occur in the Rescheduling Analysis procedure if a selection on 
Manufacturing order number, Purchase order number or Stock order number was excluded. 

 CSIG-AHVDM6 - The C (Comment) button had disappeared from the tab order in the Unplanned Stock 
Movement procedure. This caused incorrect focus in the Withdrawal field. 

 PFLN-ALS8G5 - Packaging parts didn’t use the lead time set on the part in the Run Netting procedure. 

 FPEN-ALYAKW - The Part Import procedure counted the number of changed parts incorrect when you 
imported BOM lists in the Part Import procedure. 

 FOHN-AM2D6L - Empty pages were included in the printouts from the Activity Reporting – General 
procedure. 

 PFLN-AM6CAD - It wasn’t possible to save after loading of a service plan if there was an empty row on the 
Service plan tab in the Update Product Register procedure. Service management is a supplement to 
MONITOR. 

 MWIK-AMXA8A - The deduction became negative if the deducted quantity was greater than 32768. This 
applies to the Deducting Sales Forecast procedure. 

Workshop Info 

 PPEN-ALAGXS - The Priority Plan Chart and Resource Planning procedures didn’t manage Non-working 
days and holidays properly. The Resource Planning procedure is a part of the supplement Service 
Management. 

 CSIG-AM8J5P - An order that was synchronized in the Register Manufacturing Order procedure wasn’t 
displayed in the Priority plan in the Recording Terminal procedure. 
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 SWIO-AMEEZR - Start Work in the Recording Terminal procedure will ignore tools that are blocked for 
withdrawal if a blocked tool is registered on an operation. 

Accounting 

 LREM-AHVDBV - The entire Voucher number series wasn’t displayed if it contained of more than one digit. 
This occurred in the Project General Ledger procedure. Only the first digit in the Voucher number series 
was displayed. 

 GÅNY-AJYJFJ - During certain circumstances a Part could be excluded in list type Extended cost/income in 
the Project Summary procedure. 

 SHÖD-ALUB6R - A scroll bar is added in the Income section on the Forecast tab, Budget tab and Result tab 
in the Register Project procedure. 

 LREM-AM6BM9 - Designed reports could take long time to load in the Report Generator procedure. This 
could only occur if the designed reports contained sections with advanced selections. 

 LREM-AMDBQN - It wasn’t possible to save a forecast for a project if the same income type was registered 
several times for the project type in the Register Basic Data – Project procedure. 

 KFTM-AMMAE6 - An error message was displayed if you tried to rename a Project in list type Project in the 
Rename Account procedure. 

General Settings 

 JLÖR-AMHFAZ - Only one user at a time could get Serial numbers during registration of Customer orders. 

 KFTM-AMMA5F - Certain circumstances made it impossible to add Product groups in the Product Groups 
procedure. 

Management Accounting 

 SHYS-ALKA6C - The reportings made in the Quick / Rest Reporting procedure weren’t coded if you 
coded Recognized subcontract according to the price alternative Planned subc. cost. Even if the Quick / 
Rest Reporting procedure was set as valid in the Update Coding Method procedure. 
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